
Erik Penser Bank house view

Asset Management’s positions and analysis

We believe in transparency, this publication is not mere opinions, it is how we have 
traded and will trade in order to beat our competitors and benchmarks.

This entirely data driven methodology was founded in late 1990s, developed in the 
Nordics, London and New York, it e.g. accurately predicted the IT & Great Financial 
crises with recoveries, notably hit the trough in March 2020 on the day. 

Head of Asset Management

Twitter; @jwthulin



We analyse the world with 1600 models, 28 000 dataseries per week
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Compared to Swedish and global competitors we keep our outperformance
Competitors are defined as all products listed in Sweden, local banks’, asset managers’ and foreign banks’, with an equity share of 35-55% with an 
average of the same as Penser MediumRisk´s (medelrisk) (45%).

Historisk avkastning är ingen garanti för framtida avkastning. De pengar som placeras i fonden kan både öka och minska i

värde och det är inte säkert att du får tillbaka hela det insatta kapitalet. Avkastningen anges i SEK.

Historical returns are no guarantee of future returns. The money invested in the fund can both increase and decrease in value

and it is not certain that you will get back the entire invested capital. The return is stated in SEK.
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CapEx is back, as we forecasted
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Global Trade, volumes, we can look forward to an easy growth but
more interesting is the ’2nd derivative’ and where it will level out!



Macro and markets in harmony
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Macro and markets in harmony

Below is built 217 datavariables and equities follow macro, as always…
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A re-accelerating US economy! 
Supercycle?

Supported by roughly 4000 individual

US data series! Math by FED and US investment 

Banks.



US still pulling away from EU in terms of growth, but Supercycle
with its re-accelerating growth is evident across the globe
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US National bureau of economic research see same boom



US growth holding up, and yes, US is pulling away FAST!
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Source: Bloomberg



Driver of growth: pent up demand
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RE-OPENING trades:
We create a EU average and contrast it to the US and look at relative 
equity performance – recent EU pick up is interesting BUT US IS 
MAKING A COMEBACK, why we added US IT
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Given higher inflation, where is the bubble?
Not in equities, but in RATES!
Yields HAD & HAS to CATCH UP with
macro/equities
(why it was & is one of our 2021 predictions!)

Why we have forecasted RISING yields
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When will rising yields damper equity prospects?
i.e. as yields pop up they could limit equities’ autostrada, but this is 
LESS likely than rising yields = rising equities

Equity markets´ historical STRESS barrier



Risk monitor based on broader macro input
Below risk monitor troughed a week before equities (part of our trough call on the 24th of March 2020).

UNLESS yield momentum impacts broader markets, the economy, liquidity etc it will NOT stop equities but cause reallocations.

We keep our US curve steepener, long USD exposures ☺!
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#6 Stimulus
QE as % of GDP falls, same will happen to debt, 
making the arithemtic work.
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Time to get detailed…US financial conditions / financial stress MUCH better
than EZ’s!!!

This is crucial especially now after the spike in yields, we can now measure just how better things are in US markets compared to EZ….and 
little wonder that flows have and will be directed to the relative winner, the US

These models build on ECB and FED research!
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Financial conditions, RATES up = worsening financial conditions?
Nope! 
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The USD – still long!
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Who will hike first? The race has begun in the rate 
market….driven by the FED

We focus on the 3 year forward 1 year rate, Eonia versus Ois

The tide has turned against the EUR…the market, given the massive growth expectations “has” to price in 

an earlier move by FED compared to ECB…usual lead time is NOW UP! And FX has to act…



SEK

Cyclical and rate factors behind the USD sell off are abating. 

Spot rates are a factor in our equity analysis. 



SEK and flows, 2nd worst currency in G10 
(shifting NB policy worse)
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#3
What variables are we monitoring in order to try to stay ahead
of the equity market?

Different versions of sentiment

Different Correlations

Valuations put into context of market vol

Specific vol contracts

Cross currency basis

Specific corporate credit spreads

EM rate vol

DM rate vol

FX rate vol

CDS spreads

Puts vs Calls

High / Low

Issuances in different markets

Net debt margin

Time stamps on flows

Rate curve

CPI

Unemployment rate

ISM

On the following pages we go through some of our monitors built on the above
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IS THE MARKET 
NERVOUS?

A big data exercise that revealse the 
large discrepancy between ”fashionable” 
discussions and actual market impact!
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So, what could be the NEXT equity trigger? – flows (net)

MSCI US versus net flows to 

US equities, sell offs met

with inflows, but the 

underlying trend in 2021 is 

tough…



Sentiment!  
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One of our risk monitors, a great tool to have!

IF we break 0 we have to be ready for 

a sell off. 

A move above -0.25 sets us on alert…

WE ARE SEEING LOW RISK 

NOW

This monitor uses market 

correlations.



Fear and Greed, our version is a combination of several so called fear and 
greed monitors

• This monitor catches the stress in Equity 
markets 

• When green bars rise we are in GREED

• When green bars fall we are in FEAR

• Currently we are in GREED
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• Valuations are NEUTRAL!!!

FED model and future earnings are putting P/E in a context
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Equity valuation based on P/E and rates
Valuations are on the mean!
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Corporate reporting vs buy/sell analysis
Analysts lag corporates own predictions.

This spread affects markets in a positive way!
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Speculative volumes

still supports LONG positions, speculative options never doubted the 2020 bounce, 
impressive or fool hearted?
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Q that I ponder over:
Are we readjusting the market?
P/Es have done it, time for volatility? 
Hence ACTIVITY will be rewarded but old style of static strategic
asset allocation will work less well
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Hui-Heubel Liquidity ratio

V is the average daily volume for a particular futures, SP is the average open interest or amount of outstanding 

shares over the same period. So V/SP effectively captures turnover. We introduce a further thought:

Spot vs ETF



Coming US programmes, the US political conflict is LOW, making 
probability of further infrastructure programmes higher. 
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3 critical elements of CPI

Relationship to equities
What is priced in and what level does the FED anticipate to be the 
outlook
How is the market affected by US Treasury and New York FED

Currently the market is readjusting to the FED outlook, ie the 
transitory idea is clearly dominant
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CPI – what is the ISSUE?
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FED´s preferred measures (part from PCE of course)



US CPI surprised on the upside, why the transitory outlook? 
The rate market sees the inflation as transitory, we do not wish to fight the rate market as surveys by FED are in line with
the market. 
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How do the words (from BIS) look in numbers?
Why we still carry Clean Tech on the books!

Above 0, the effect pushes priced inflation upwards, below 0 the vice versa, priced inflation breaks on the downside.

This means that any graph illustrating TIPS spread, priced inflation etc has to be taken within the below context, hence our previous slide

should never be viewed by itself and a vast number of sell-side analysis in this matter has to be taken….calmly…



Most alerted data

data is STILL beating consensus!!!

USA

• 28e Dallas FED activity index

• 29e Conference board consumer confidence

• 30e ADP

• 1a Claims, ISM

• 2a  NFP!!! Unemployment rate, hourly earnings

China

• 30e PMI

• 1a Caixin PMI

Japan

• 30e Production

• 1a Tankan

Eurozone aggregated

• 29e Confidences

• 30e CPI

Germany

• 29e CPI

• 30e Unemployment

Sweden

• 28e Retail sales

• 29e Confidences

• 1a PMI, Riksbanken rate decision
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Savings & pent up demand, clearly visible in the 
US etc, not so much in Sweden



…so, for how long until the derivatives definitely turn south?…
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High frequent read of the state of Swedish economy

• We really don´t want to be below 0
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SWE

We are long USDSEK since 7.85 in jan 2018. Might be a bit boring forecast as we don´t flip flop 
– but for us the underlying trend is by far more important, and it is driven by the lack of real 
wages



Who have made their beds?

US has cleared a lot of personal debt

In Sweden we have kept on adding up…
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SWE GDP – if it was up to rates and FX!



SEK to remain weaker for longer Unemployment rate higher for longer

from to

RIX – Seriously? New realm of Walking in the Dark?
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Rix and the rate market: in agreement



SWE CPI/F, underlining the long wait for a hike



Relative US & SWE indicators vs KIX



NFP – will beat consensus, we see +850´



NFIB and JOBS



NFIB
Increasing pricing plans = increasing EPS, which also mean that the historical relationship:

INCREASING INFLATION = INCREASING EQUITY MARKETS



US labor market details



Bad weather effect should have passed us…
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Market not affected by U-rate, why? A great example of successful

fiscal policy!
Majority is temp layoffs, hence following the fiscal policies…, in fact the ratio temp / not 

temp was the highest ever



Unemployment rate by race, gender and education



ISM, outlier or Canary bird?



Built on US traffic, railroads, highways, waterways and in the air

Strategy- ISM will underline the Supercycle



If we only focus on FED surveys ahead of the ISM

Regional surveys vs ISM
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EPB Asset Management, diverse range of Houseview publications

Erik Penser Bank Houseview

Asset Managements´positions and analysis

We believe in transparency, this publication is not mere opinions, it is how we have 
traded and will trade in order to beat our competitors and benchmarks.

This entirely data driven methodology was founded in late 1990s, developed in the 
Nordics, London and New York, it e.g. accurately predicted the IT & Great Financial 
crises with recoveries. So far, the political, economic and financial implications of the 
pandemic outbreak of 2020 were the hardest to catch, fortunately the rebound was 
one of the easier, we timed it to the day – 24th of March. 

Head of Asset Management

Twitter; @jwthulin

Social media:

You Tube; https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFeVXfrcmwBAmRK1lXj9AtszG2faERl77

Instagram; instagram.com/epbasset/
https://twitter.com/jwthulin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonas-thulin-93632914/

Fund reports: Team ready for comments:

Distribution of Fund Rating Universe

CCC B BB BBB A AA AAA

LAGGARD AVERAGE LEADER

Weekly newsletter Monthly houseview Weekly houseview and  market analysis

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFeVXfrcmwBAmRK1lXj9AtszG2faERl77
https://t.co/8d7N4rWw5l?amp=1
https://twitter.com/jwthulin


Disclaimer

Denna publikation har sammanställts av Erik Penser Bank exklusivt för företagets kunder. Innehållet har grundats på information från allmänt tillgängliga källor

vilka bedömts som tillförlitliga. Sakinnehållets riktighet och fullständighet liksom lämnade prognoser och rekommendationen kan inte garanteras.

Erik Penser Banks medgivande krävs om hela eller delar av denna publikation mångfaldigas eller sprids.

Publikationen vänder sig till Erik Penser Banks kunder i Sverige. Detta innebär att publikationen inte ska eller kan spridas till eller göras tillgänglig för någon i USA

(med undantag av vad som framgår av Rule 15a – 16, Securities Exchange Act of 1934), Kanada eller något annat land som i lag fastställt begränsningar för

spridning och tillgänglighet av materialets innehåll. Informationen i publikationen ska inte uppfattas som en uppmaning eller rekommendation att ingå transaktioner.

Informationen tar inte sikte på enskilda mottagares kunskaper och erfarenheter av placeringar, ekonomiska situation eller investeringsmål. Informationen är därmed

ingen personlig rekommendation eller ett investeringsråd.

Erik Penser Bank frånsäger sig allt ansvar för direkt eller indirekt skada som kan grunda sig på denna publikation. Placeringar i finansiella instrument är förenade

med ekonomisk risk. Placeringen kan öka eller minska i värde eller bli helt värdelös. Att en placering historiskt haft en god värdeutveckling är ingen garanti för

framtiden.

Erik Penser Bank har utarbetat ”Etiska Regler” och ”Riktlinjer för Intressekonflikter”. Dessa syftar till att förebygga och förhindra intressekonflikter mellan

avdelningarna inom företaget och bygger på restriktiva kommunikationer (Chinese Walls). Det kan dock föreligga ett uppdragsförhållande eller rådgivningssituation

mellan emittent och någon annan avdelning än Analysavdelningen. Erik Penser Bank har utarbetat interna restriktioner för när handel får ske i ett finansiellt

instrument som är föremål för Investeringsanalys.

I denna publikation har analytikern redovisat och återgett sin personliga uppfattning om emittent och/eller finansiellt instrument. Analysen har varken grundats på

uppdragsförhållande mellan emittent och analytiker eller medfört ersättning från emittent till analytiker. Den eller de som sammanställt denna publikation har inga

innehav i de analyserade finansiella instrumenten.

Erik Penser Bank har tillstånd att bedriva värdepappersverksamhet och står under Finansinspektionens tillsyn.
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